Letter No. 5. Requests for 4% of the sales value. For companies only
- 1/11 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance-murabaha) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 1/12 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/9 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 1/8 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/6 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 1/5 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/3 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 1/2 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance-murabaha) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/1 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/1 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/9 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 2/8 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/7 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/6 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 2/5 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/4 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/3 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 2/2 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance-murabaha) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 2/1 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/4 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/3 Insurance for protecting in case of murabaha (normal-corporate) 0% Minimum KD 1
- 1/2 Insurance for normal letter of credit and murabaha (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2
- 1/1 Insurance for normal letter of credit (normal-acceptance) 0% Minimum KD 2